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Saving lives:
your credo
The right instrument:

our passion



boso classic edition

Pure elegance, 
exclusively for doctors

For decades, mechanical blood pressure instruments by 

boso have stood for highest precision and reliability. Milli-

ons of units have left the factory in Jungingen/Germany 

and are an essential instrument in doctors’ offices and 

hospitals all over the world. In our production we care for 

highest quality – from the assembly, to calibration to the 

final inspection of each unit.

The boso classic manometer has always been special to 

us. The patented 2-in-1 tube system, the Ø 60 mm scale 

and the classic boso design guarantee perfect handling in 

every measuring process. A necessary, yet exquisite gem 

for those doctors who want to bring something special 

into their day-to-day hospital work. With its modern matt 

black, timeless matt chrome or exclusive gold-plated 

looks, the boso classic edition makes a statement for hig-

hest quality and design. Available in a zipper pouch, solo 

or with velcro cuff.

Each manometer is protected against overpressure and 

equipped with a noncorrosive mechanism, that absorbs 

even shocks of dropping the instrument. The Physikalisch-

Technische Bundesanstalt (the national institute for me-

trology) has tested boso sphygmomanometers and found 

boso’s shock protection technology outstanding. No da-

mage, no complaints, no repairs – perfect safety. Primarily 

for the daily use in hospitals and doctors’ offices.

boso classic merkur RS
matt black, red deal

boso classic merkur 2S 
matt black, anthracite dial 

boso classic saturn BS 
matt chrome, darkblue deal

boso classic saturn GS
matt chrome, darkgreen deal

boso classic venus GG
gold,  gold/anthracite deal

boso classic venus SG
gold,  anthracite dial
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Health is a matter of trust.

bp-monitoring is boso.


